
7 ways retailers are
innovating the
supermarket 
in 2022

The future of  retai l  is  here
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The grocery
retail industry is
changing fast. 

to find ways to cut costs and increase profit, 
to reduce the time and money it takes to train staff, 
to reduce shrink with accurate recognition of organic produce
items, 
to reduce the use of plastic,
to keep staff and customers safe,
and to offer an exceptional in-store experience. 

The grocery retail industry is changing fast. The pandemic has
changed the way people shop, and, along with the need to
provide a hygienic shopping experience, the online market has
seen huge growth in the last two years. Retailers have been quick
to adapt and are implementing solutions that enable them: 

By using smart technology, independent grocers and big-box
retailers are focusing on the checkout process as an area with
enormous potential. Finding efficiencies for cashiers and
customers in checking out non-barcoded, loose, and bulk
produce, reducing costs with streamlined processes and allowing
for a safer shopping trip, the future of retail is looking strong.
Here’s what forward-thinking retailers are doing right now to take
on the new year.



Prone to the risk of human error 
Increased employee stress and reduced
employee job satisfaction 
Slowness, inefficiency, frustration

Making the checkout process more efficient for
cashiers
Offering new ways to staff training cut costs
Speeding up the customer experience 
Giving you valuable transaction data 

Retailers are using innovative AI scales, processors,
and camera solutions to automatically recognise non-
barcoded items at the checkout and self-checkout
and work with their mobile checkout apps and
scanners.

Adding computer vision technology into POS helps
cashiers during checkout by automatically identifying
and presenting a selection of fresh produce on
the screen. This technology offers multiple benefits to
retailers, such as: 

PLU entries are slow, inaccurate, and
inefficient. Mobile checkout apps
have a fresh produce ‘gap’.

What’s new? Automatic fresh
produce and bulk goods
identification.

At the POS (Point of Sale) 

1AUTOMATING FRESH
PRODUCE RECOGNITION 

Cashiers save time without the manual burden of
entering PLU (Price look-up codes) or
manually searching for items in lengthy search menus,
giving a more accurate result with less effort. This
reduces the waiting time during checkout and
increases staff and customer satisfaction.  
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With faster, more accurate checkout of fresh produce
items, you can save cashiers time and increase
customer throughput. 
Plus, cashiers can spend more time on customer
engagement or on other tasks across the shop floor. 

Supermarkets are using the same smart produce
recognition at the self-checkout, giving their
customers a more convenient way to check out all
their shopping items, including fresh fruit and veg
and bulk items like nuts and pet snacks. 

At the SCO (Service Checkout) 

Mobile checkout applications 

Until recently, scan and go or scan and pay apps
have not allowed for the addition of fresh produce,
bulk, or other non-barcoded goods. Adopting smart
scales with automatic produce recognition in the
fresh section of the store is enabling shoppers to use
the same scan and bag process for all their items,
while helping retailers reduce the opportunity for
fraud and offer a nice, seamless shopping
experience. Benefits also include:

Making the checkout process more efficient for
cashiers
Offering new ways to staff training cut costs
Speeding up the customer experience 
Giving you valuable transaction data 
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Retailers that subtract the weight of loose fresh produce packaging for every item
transaction have the following challenges: 

Loss caused by misapplication of tare weight  

What’s new? Automated bag detection 

Supermarkets are getting clever about ending unnecessary loss from bag taring costs. Using
artificial intelligence, smart cameras can identify when a plastic bag is used for fresh
produce. This allows retailers to apply tare weight at the individual transaction level instead
of the current process where they tare the bag weight on every transaction. 
This can add up to significant savings. 

For each transaction, retailers subtract a tare weight between 2 grams and 18 grams 
Tare weight is also applied for fresh produce sold without plastic bags, leading to losses
Retailers lack a solution to apply a tare weight for individual fresh produce transactions 

2AUTOMATING BAG
DETECTION 
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The global pandemic has introduced new social
norms such as social distancing 

What’s new? Contactless shopping

Supermarkets with AI-powered automated produce recognition can go a step further. By
eliminating the alphabetical search screens from the assisted- and self-checkouts, they can
offer shoppers an almost contactless experience with very few screen touchpoints. 
Shoppers often feel safer using the self-checkout because they get to avoid queueing in close
proximity to others, and it eliminates the need for food to be double handled by a cashier. 

Retailers are doing whatever they can to help stop the spread of COVID-19. And consumers
are making it known that they want to feel safe in the supermarket.
From simple measures like adding plastic shielding around POS with cashiers and offering
sanitizer at the door, there’s a lot we can do together to keep people safe.

KEEPING CUSTOMERS
SAFE



Organic / bio articles are 30-50% more expensive
than non-organics 
Organic stickers are harder to identify and add
complexity to the checkout process 
Poor inventory management can lead to
unavailable products, customer dissatisfaction
and lost revenue 

Retailers face massive losses through inaccurate
identification of organics during the checkout
process. This is because: 

Loss produced by misidentification
of organic produce items 

What’s new? Automated recognition of
organic / bio produce 

4AUTOMATING
ORGANIC/BIO
IDENTIFICATION 

Supermarkets are implementing technology solutions
that can automatically identify organic markings such
as stickers and tape to make sure they apply the
correct price at the checkout.  
With an average price difference between organics
and non-organics of 40%, even a conservative rate of
10% misidentification could lead to big losses across
a supermarket chain. With more consumers adding
organic items to their basket, clever AI prevents this
problem from occurring. 
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Trainees require extensive training and a long
onboarding period 
Part-time employees (e.g., students) need more
time to become familiar with fresh produce
checkout processes and learn PLU codes 
A high turnover of cashiers requires recurring
training 

With 2.5M tons of plastic waste per year, and 84%
of plastic sent to landfill, reducing plastic
consumption is a pressing concern for consumers
and businesses. In fact, 61% of consumers say they
have reduced single-use plastics.

We looked at automatic produce recognition above
– this helps cashiers by removing the manual entry
process for checking out groceries. Without the
need for PLU, retailers can reduce their ongoing
cashier training costs.

Retailers face high costs for cashier
training 

Retailers globally are facing a
growing consumer push to reduce
plastic used in-store

What’s new? Remove the need for
manual PLU entry
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FINDING WAYS TO
REDUCE STAFF
TRAINING COSTS  

BECOMING MORE
ECO-FRIENDLY
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The issue holding supermarkets back from eliminating
plastic packaging altogether is that most conventional
checkout scanners still rely on barcodes to register the item. 

This model is rapidly becoming outdated, as forward-
thinking retailers adopt AI that recognises fresh fruit and
vegetables and other non-barcoded items. This allows
‘naked’ produce to be scanned, identified and added to a
customer’s shopping cart. No plastic. No waste. 

Few decisions are made these days without good data to
back it up. The retail industry is no different. 
Stores are opting for intelligent management of their in-store
technology to get access to valuable transaction data and
analytics on bag use and types, KPIs, waste and more, so
they can implement plastic reduction programs and enhance
transaction processes and customer experience.

The good news is that all these habits are easy to adopt in
any supermarket, anywhere. The benefits are available to
you with Tiliter AI Scales and Checkout Solutions and
require minimal infrastructure changes or capital
expenditure. Using smart computer vision, you can prepare
your store for the future, today.
To see these efficiencies and cost and time-saving scenarios
demonstrated in your store, book your personalised demo
here.

What’s new? Remove the need for
plastic packaging on fresh food by
identifying produce without
barcodes

What’s new? Smart data capture and
analysis.

IT’S TIME TO GET INNOVATIVE

7USING 
DATA WISELY

https://www.tiliter.com/book-a-demo


A b o u t  T i l i t e r

Address

175 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000

Telephone

1800 954 755

Website

www.tiliter.com

Tiliter is a Sydney-based AI company
pioneering new technologies with a
focus on retail product recognition.
Tiliter uses machine learning and data
analytic algorithms to disrupt industry
practices and create the future of retail
now. For more information or to
schedule a demo, visit www.tiliter.com
or contact sales@tiliter.com
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